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Law schools are not known for helping their students achieve balance in their lives. As research
has shown, law schools instead lead students to disconnect from their values, become more
extrinsically motivated, and leave law school less personally satisfied and service-oriented than
when they entered. 1
Love is a term that is often misunderstood, but the richness of the biblical principle of agape love
underscores that love is more than an emotion. It is an internal drive that leads people to be
other-centered and serve others. 2 Lasting changes in human behavior are more likely to occur
when the individual changes his or her attitudes about the purpose behind the action as opposed
just to changing the action itself. 3 Helping law students understand agape love can be a catalyst
towards helping them avoid the institutional pressures of legal education noted above.
We propose to deliver a presentation focusing on how educators, particularly legal educators, can
discuss agape love principles with students in a way that motivates them towards othercenteredness and service. We will discuss select studies on the attitudinal and values shifts that
often occur in law school and in the legal profession and will discuss techniques instructors can
use to counter those shifts in the law school context and promote agape love among students.
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